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wire. Nichrome wire is also notorious difficult to locate in retail stores as no hobby shop,
Lowes, or Home Depot in my area stocked it. The bottom line with this wire is that you can run a
pretty significant current through it for a protracted period of time without it sustaining damage,
yet the wire will still generate heat. If your application for this wire is along those lines, then it
should do the trick. I have not had the chance to evaluate the claim of a different reviewer that
the wire is less than the advertised length, but I can say there was far and away more of it than I
ended up needing, as the first length I used carried me through the entire job. When I ordered
this, I had read a number of reviews that indicated the length of this spool was not as
advertised. These complaints go back to some older reviews. I determined that for my needs,
the cost per foot of the real length was worth the price. Sure enough, when I received the spool,
I knew immediately that ' could not fit on that small spool. I knocked off two stars due to the
falsely advertised length. Anyway, the wire worked great to replace the cutting grid on three
stand alone Whirlpool, Kenmore, and KitchenAid under counter icemakers. I do not know how
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right size and it shouldn't be the purchaser. I would not purchase from this supplier again. I
ordered this looking to replace the wire on a foam cutter. The gauge that came was not the
gauge that I ordered and the wire length was not as advertised. If you are looking for
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